Dear friends and colleagues,

Once again we have the pleasure to present our new cooking titles to you.

What do fairy tales, legends and myths have to do with cookbooks? With our new cookbook novelties, the Hölker Verlag editorial team makes the challenge with an exciting balancing act that takes you to foreign worlds filled with enticing scents and aromas, enjoyable hours and just really great food.

Please feel free to look through our catalogue and order reading copies of the books you are interested in. We attend all the major international book fairs and are looking forward to speaking to you!

Your Coppenrath Rights Team
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The shooting stars of the new veggie scene
Seasonal, native products, influences from all over the world, often vegan, frequently glutenfree, healthy, balanced and great value – it’s impossible to sum up Krautkopf’s unique cuisine in a word, because it’s one thing above all: refreshingly different. Yannic Schon and Susann Probst create a rich variety of recipes in their unique handwriting. The pair’s prize-winning blog has already won the hearts of readers of ZEIT Magazine and Brigitte not least because of its poetic photos and its timeless aesthetic.

- A food blog that sets a new benchmark
- Rave reviews in print and online media
- Newly-developed recipes brought to life in a uniquely attractive way
- Berlin photographers who have worked the city’s variety into their recipes
- Trend setters in photography
Greek Mezze
My culinary getaway to Thessaloniki

Enjoy a little Mediterranean flair with friends – Mezze is right on trend
Typical Greek starters and delicacies gathered locally
Authentically and lovingly illustrated with an eye for detail

Greek Mezze
My culinary getaway to Thessaloniki
Elissavi Patrakiou
160 pp. / 17.4 x 23 cm
Hardcover with embossing and spot-UV varnish
4-colour print
ISBN 978-3-88117-966-9
€ 19.95
All rights available

A very personal take on Greek cuisine
Mezze – these delicious little dishes taste of holidays and put some Mediterranean pizzazz on our plates. In her new cookbook, Elissavi Patrakiou takes us with her into Thessaloniki’s cult cafes, and her splendidly authentic photos and 50 original recipes allow us to share in the urban Greek way of life. Genuinely Greek; genuinely good!

Today I boil, tomorrow I fry
Legendary recipes

Refined home-style cooking, inspired by the Brothers Grimm
Poetic food photos and enchanting moods
The big new work from top author Stevan Paul

Today I boil, tomorrow I fry
Legendary recipes
Stevan Paul / photos Daniela Haug
design Anja Laukemper
208 pp. / 20 x 28.2 cm
Hardcover with gold foil embossing and ribbon bookmark
4-colour print
€ 29.95
All rights available

A very special combination of food and stories
“The fairy-tale worlds of the Brothers Grimm have something in common with the kitchen: both are all about taking time out from the hustle and bustle of everyday life, for family time, pleasant hours and moments together.” – Stevan Paul

This book reawakens childhood memories and transports the reader into a fairy-tale world filled with poetry, imagination and enjoyment. Inspired by the Brothers Grimm, Stevan Paul creates 60 unique recipes like roast chicken with wild mushrooms, robbers’ stew and rose liqueur. In combination with Daniela Haug’s great photos, they bring to life a culinary world that has never been seen before. Browse, dream, cook and enjoy!
Around the World in 24 Cookies
The best Christmas recipes

A trip round the bakeries of the world
Freshly-baked cookies are an essential part of Advent, whether they’re cubes of classic Sachertorte from Austria, Christmassy Cantuccini from Italy, or creamy millionaire’s shortbread from Scotland. This book invites you to peek into the biscuit tin, and sweetens the days leading up to Christmas with 24 favourite recipes.

● International variety: baking with a difference
● 24 pre-Christmas ideas
● A culinary companion for the Advent period

New York Christmas
Recipes and Stories

Stories and recipes from the Big Apple
A getaway to the magical New York of the pre-Christmas period: when coloured lights decorate the buildings, Jingle Bells rings out everywhere and culinary delicacies tempt you to indulge.

Who doesn’t dream of strolling down a snowy 5th Avenue, ice-skating round the imposing Christmas tree outside the Rockefeller Center, and to cap it off, enjoying a delicious slice of pumpkin pie in one of the inviting cafes?

With around 50 recipes for Blueberry Brownies, Maple Glazed Ham and an unforgettable cheesecake, as well as a host of lovely Christmas stories from the Big Apple, this cookbook allows you to share the dream of a White Christmas in your own kitchen.

● 50 typical American recipes with a Christmas twist
● Genuine New York Christmas stories from authors like Paul Auster
● Live the dream of a New York Christmas
● As good as a minibreak

New York Christmas Recipes and Stories
Silke Martin / photos Frauke Antholz
Illustrations Christiane Heim
64 pp. / 16 x 18.5 cm
Hardcover with dust jacket and foil embossing
4-colour print
€ 24.95
All rights available

Around the World in 24 Cookies
The best Christmas recipes
Silke Martin / photos Frauke Antholz
Illustrations Christiane Heim
64 pp. / 16 x 18.5 cm
Hardcover with dust jacket and foil embossing
4-colour print
ISBN 978-3-88117-903-6
€ 12.99
All rights available

The Christmas Bakery
Treats from the country kitchen
Christiane Leesker / photos Vanessa Jansen
112 pp. / 16.5 x 24 cm
4-colour print / paperback with embossing
ISBN 978-3-88117-904-3
€ 16.95
All rights available

Advent, Advent:
Baking, crafting and decorating for the loveliest time of the year
Lisa Nieschlag and Lars Wentrup
photos Lisa Nieschlag and Julia Cawley
112 pp. / 18.4 x 24.1 cm / smartcover with gold foil / 4-colour print
ISBN 978-3-88117-929-3
€ 16.95
All rights available
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All rights available
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Advent, Advent:
Baking, crafting and decorating for the loveliest time of the year
Lisa Nieschlag and Lars Wentrup
photos Lisa Nieschlag and Julia Cawley
112 pp. / 18.4 x 24.1 cm / smartcover with gold foil / 4-colour print
ISBN 978-3-88117-929-3
€ 16.95
All rights available

New York Christmas Recipes and Stories
Silke Martin / photos Frauke Antholz
Illustrations Christiane Heim
64 pp. / 16 x 18.5 cm
Hardcover with dust jacket and foil embossing
4-colour print
€ 24.95
All rights available

Silke Martin writes as a freelance author and editor for well-known publishers, particularly in the areas of cookery, travel, lifestyle and crafts. Alongside her work, her greatest passion is cooking, the “best relaxation technique there is.”

Lars Wentrup is a self-declared foodie and taste-tester. The two have run a communications design agency in the heart of Münster since 2001.
Breakfast Bliss
45 delicious reasons to get up in the morning

For a perfect start to the day
It’s not hard to get out of bed with the smell of just-baked rolls and freshly brewed coffee wafting up from the kitchen. What could be lovelier than starting the day by sitting round the table with your loved ones and enjoying a hearty breakfast? In this charming food blogger’s third cookbook you’ll find all kinds of delicious recipes - whether for homemade plaited pretzels, hearty herb omelette or sweet pancakes with cinnamon. They’re enough to make even the biggest sleepyhead a breakfast fan.

- From the best-selling author of Sugar, Cinnamon and Love
- Beautiful food photos, illustrations and lots of charm
- Time for breakfast, a current top trend!

Sugar, Cinnamon and Love
Jeanny’s sweet recipes

Taste the sweet life with Jeanny!
Fresh, upbeat and likeable – that’s Jeanny. For the last two years, she has been quickening the pulses of baking enthusiasts everywhere with her blog “Sugar, cinnamon and love”. Who needs yoga to relax? Not Jeanny, who really loves baking AND eating sweets to get away from the daily grind. Her wonderful world of fruity pies, crispy cookies and creamy chocolate tarts is finally available in book form, complete with her unique handwriting, lots of personal anecdotes, her own photography and delicious recipes. Jeanny writes in a way that everyone wants to start baking right away – plus her recipes are simple enough so that they can. Five chapters are dedicated to all sorts of delicious cakes, tarts, pies, cookies, pastries and other sweets.

- Make a big impact with just a few ingredients
- With 80 recipes for every occasion to enchant friends and family
- Easy to bake and beautiful to look at
- Perfect book for cake-lovers and hobby cooks
Topsellers

Sweet delights

My Sweet Chocolates

- Chocolate – Germany’s no. 1 treat!
- Cakes, desserts, ice-cream, cookies and more!
- The perfect gift for chocoholics

My Fine Chocolatier

Recipes for happiness

Andreas Neubauer
photos Oliver Brachat
176 pp. / 19 x 23.0 cm
Hardcover with spot-UV varnish and ribbon bookmark
4-colour print
ISBN 978-3-88117-932-4
€ 19.95
All rights available

Oliver Brachat
works as a successful still-life photographer in his own studio in Düsseldorf. As a trained chef and patissier, his creative eye and love of detail help him create extraordinary photos.

Andreas Neubauer
is a trained cook and head chef who has worked in various Michelin-starred restaurants since 1990. As an author and food stylist, he develops recipes for publishers, magazines and TV.

Bottled-up Sunshine

Homemade preserves

Karin Iden
photos Oliver Brachat
240 pp. / 19 x 23 cm
Hardcover with jacket and spot-UV varnish / 4-colour print
€ 19.95
All rights available

- Over 100 outstanding food photos
- Creative recipes for fast-food gourmets
- Right on trend

Enjoying Bread

By Tobias Rauschenberger / photos Oliver Brachat
168 pp. / 19 x 23 cm
Hardcover / ribbon bookmark / 4-colour print
ISBN 978-3-88117-839-6
€ 19.95
All rights available

- Over 100 outstanding food photos
- Creative recipes for fast-food gourmets
- Right on trend

Happiness in a Jar

Little cakes as gifts

Sandra Haslbeck
photos Frauke Antholz
96 pp. / 18.1 x 20.9 cm
Hardcover with embossing and UV-varnish / 4-colour print
ISBN 978-3-88117-960-7
€ 14.95
All rights available

Sandra Haslbeck is a baker with heart and soul, and also makes professional use of her love of little cakes in jars.

- 90 recipes for pesto, antipasti, salad dressings, marinades and much more
- Enjoy the fruits of your home-grown garden throughout the year
- Written by a dietician with inspiring photography

Enjoying Bread

- Baking recipes, variations and spreads in one book
- For homemade & healthy breads, snacks and pastries
- Step-by-step instructions plus professional tips
The perfect gift
Bringing together 3 volumes of the successful...Properly!
Unique design

Cook Properly!

- Photos Oliver Brachat
- Illustrations Christiane Weismüller
- 64 pp. / 22.6 x 20.9 cm
- Hardcover with spot-UV varnish / 4-colour print
- ISBN 978-3-88117-912-6
- € 16.95
- Rights sold to: Norway, USA (English language), Poland

There’s never been anything like this!
Over 50 photos of the most delicious starters, mains and desserts: first with the exact ingredients laid out, then the end result. At a glance, you can see what ingredients you need, and what the finished dish looks like. Pumpkin soup, tarte flambée or classic crème brulée: hand-written recipes make each double-page spread a work of art. Unbelievably delicious; extraordinarily beautiful.

Barbecue Properly!

- Photos Oliver Brachat
- Illustrations Christiane Weismüller
- 64 pp. / 22.6 x 20.9 cm
- 4-colour print / hardcover with spot-UV varnish
- ISBN 978-3-88117-934-8
- € 16.95
- Rights sold to: Poland

It’s going to be hot next summer...
...because people will be barbecuing properly. The follow-up to the successful Cook properly! will inspire you to host opulent barbecues, with rib-eye steaks in herb butter, king prawns in aioli or grilled peaches with almond crunch. The clear layout means you can see at a glance which ingredients you need, and what the finished dish looks like. A true delight for keen barbecuers, design fans and people who like to do things properly!

Bake Properly!

- Photos Oliver Brachat
- Illustrations Christiane Weismüller
- 64 pp. / 22.6 x 20.9 cm
- 4-colour print / hardcover with spot-UV varnish
- ISBN 978-3-88117-912-6
- € 16.95
- Rights sold to: Poland

Whether it’s “Baumkuchen” sweets or pistachio doughnuts with an orange glaze, this unusual baking book combines new interpretations of classics with modern treats. A feast for the eyes and the taste buds!

Our successful format – 3 recipe blocks for endless variety
Over 250 easily combined recipes in each category
Over 150,000 menus

Kitchen Box

- Design Oliver Schmitt
- 292 pp. / 36 x 17 cm
- Spiralbound with integral display stand / with separate sections to mix and match slipcase with embossing and spot-UV varnish
- 4-colour print
- ISBN 978-3-88117-847-1
- € 19.95
- All rights available

250 recipes for starters, mains and desserts
Just stand it up, select your menu and get cooking!

Grill Box

- Design Oliver Schmitt
- 292 pp. / 36 x 17 cm
- Spiralbound with integral display stand / with separate sections to mix and match slipcase with embossing and spot-UV varnish
- 4-colour print
- ISBN 978-3-88117-957-7
- € 19.95
- All rights available

Keep on grilling, with lots of possible combinations
THE present for any man

Veggie Box

- Design Oliver Schmitt
- 292 pp. / 36 x 17 cm
- Spiralbound with integral display stand / with separate sections to mix and match slipcase with embossing and spot-UV varnish
- 4-colour print
- ISBN 978-3-88117-953-9
- € 19.95
- All rights available

Our successful format, now for vegetarians
With vegan variations
Cult status for kitchen companions!

- **You’re Pretty Hot**
  Fiery recipes
  ISBN 978-3-88117-877-8

- **Last but not Least**
  Sophisticated desserts
  ISBN 978-3-88117-854-9

- **We’re Jamming**
  The best preserves and jellies
  ISBN 978-3-88117-879-2

- **The Power’s in the Broth**
  Recipes with the zen factor

- **The Hangover**
  Recipes for getting over it
  ISBN 978-3-88117-859-4

- **Wait and Tea**
  Tea-break recipes
  ISBN 978-3-88117-880-8

- **Seriously Cheesy**
  Fondues and casseroles
  ISBN 978-3-88117-855-6

- **It’s All Pork to Me**
  Schnitzel and pork variations

- **Thinking Outside the Packet**
  Delicious, quick and homemade

- **Advent Treats**
  Baking from around the world
  ISBN 978-3-88117-899-0

- **Birthday Eatings**
  Delightful recipes
  ISBN 978-3-88117-948-5

- **Greens are Good for You**
  Everyday recipes

- **Stewpendous!**
  Vegetarian feel-good recipes
  ISBN 978-3-88117-985-0

- **Be a Burgermeister**
  Homemade Fast Food
  ISBN 978-3-88117-918-8

- **Keep your Eye on the Pan**
  Soups for the soul
  ISBN 978-3-88117-851-8

- **Birthday Eatings**
  Delightful recipes
  ISBN 978-3-88117-948-5

- **Greens are Good for You**
  Everyday recipes

- Over 450,000 copies sold
- Chuckle, collect and give as gifts
- Great recipes and charming illustrations

The Hangover
Recipes for getting over it
ISBN 978-3-88117-859-4

Stewpendous!
Vegetarian feel-good recipes
ISBN 978-3-88117-985-0

Be a Burgermeister
Homemade Fast Food
ISBN 978-3-88117-918-8

Keep your Eye on the Pan
Soups for the soul
ISBN 978-3-88117-851-8

Birthday Eatings
Delightful recipes
ISBN 978-3-88117-948-5

Greens are Good for You
Everyday recipes

Each Title
Design Amélie Graef
24 pp. / 11.5 x 16 cm
Inner pages: 1-colour print
with UV varnish and foil embossing

€ 2.95
All rights available
Welcome to the Vegetable Garden

Welcome to the Vegetable Garden
Recipes from all over the patch

Tobias Rauschenberger / photos Oliver Brachat
176 pp. / 19 x 23 cm
hardcover with spot-UV varnish and ribbon bookmark
4-colour print
ISBN 978-3-88117-883-9
€ 19.95
Rights sold to: USA (English language)

Sun-ripened tomatoes, crunchy carrots, aromatic fennel – Tobias Rauschenberger and Oliver Brachat celebrate colourful vegetables as the real heroes of any dish. They’re not just healthy, but truly delicious. With soups, salads, quiches and snacks, this book offers 60 sophisticated, delicious recipes using vegetables from A to Z.

● 60 surprising vegetable recipes with and without meat
● With over 90 photos
● Tips on growing and harvesting your own vegetables

My Herbs and Flowers Cookbook

My Herbs and Flowers Cookbook
With planting and harvest tips

Torsten Hölsmann / photos Oliver Brachat
128 pp. / 18.4 x 24.1 cm
hardcover with spot-UV varnish / 4-colour print
ISBN 978-3-88117-925-6
€ 16.95
All rights available

With its beautiful photos and creative recipes, My Herbs and Flowers Cookbook will show you simple ways to refine dishes with herbs and edible flowers. And there are plenty of helpful tips for growing and harvesting, so you can plan your own little herb and flower garden – whether in outdoor beds or in pots on your terrace or balcony. A real visual and, most importantly, culinary head-turner!

● Recipes for soups, salads, dips, main courses, desserts and more
● Useful tips and tricks for growing your own
● Portraits of all the herbs and flowers used

Oliver Brachat works as a successful still-life photographer in his own studio in Düsseldorf. As a trained chef and patissier, his creative eye and love of detail help him create extraordinary photos.

Torsten Hölsmann trained as a chef and in hotel management before working in various Michelin-starred restaurants. His passion for achieving visual as well as taste perfection in his presentation of food brought him to food styling. He has been working as a freelance food stylist and recipe author since 2012.
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